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Preamble
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Cloud security literature  consistently boils down 

to one repetitive message:

Don’t put any important information in the Cloud! 



What The Cloud Looks Like to Proponents
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What the Cloud looks like to Security folks
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Or, Maybe this!
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What does it really look like?
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The reality is mixed

Some things to applaud

Some things that worry

One big thorny issue



What Cloud are we talking about?

• The concept of cloud computing dates to the 1960’s

• Cloud computing comes in a number of forms,  

deployments, 

• Bottom line: 

Our “Cloud” concern is where your data sits in any external 
environment that is under someone else’s management, and 
the concern increases to the extent the resources in that 
environment are shared across the provider’s clients.
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What do Cloud Providers tell us?
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• Cloud Providers will tell you

• Security is best in class

• Your data is safe

• The benefits of cloud
will set you free…



Who owns the responsibility
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Owners vs Custodians

Cloud service consumers (Owners) cannot shift responsibility for 

information security or disaster recovery to a cloud provider.

Cost and execution can be shifted. Consumers can leverage 

services provided by the provider, and enhance the capabilities.

Cloud provider has custodial responsibilities which vary depending 

on the type of cloud service.



Cloud Security Concerns
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Identities

Authentication

Passwords

Privacy

Data



Identities and Authentication

• Once it was only a label

• It was deemed “public” information, expected to be known

• Man in the middle and hijack attacks necessitated changes

• The concept of an identity and its authentication is 

changing

• An account name

• A device

• A user selected icon or picture

• Out of band confirmation

• Email confirmation
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Identities: Facebook Device
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Identities: Facebook Confirmation
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Authentication: Google 2-Step
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Cloud-Based Identity Management
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Passwords

• Self-Service password selection and change

• Strong password enforcement

• Coupled with extended identity authentication

• Other considerations

• Enforce periodic changes

• Ability to use a different password for sensitive services

• Password reverification

• Cloud-based password management and single sign-on
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Buyer Beware: 
Not all providers enable user password change! 



Google Application Passwords
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Google - Reverification
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Cloud-Based Single Sign-On
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Privacy – Google Privacy Policy

• Information we collect

• We collect information to provide better services to all of our users –

from figuring out basic stuff like which language you speak, to more 

complex things like which ads you’ll find most useful or the people who 

matter most to you online. We collect information in two ways: 

• Information you give us. Personal information, Google Profile,

• Information we get from your use of our services.

• Log information

• Device information

• Location information

• Unique application numbers

• Local storage

• Cookies and anonymous identifiers (Google services)
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Privacy – Customer Control
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• Privacy Principles

• Customer should have full control over the selection of 
privacy settings.

• Customer should have the option to opt out of user 
experience data collection.

• Customer should be able to review, correct, delete any 
information collected and stored for an account.

• Email confirmation of changes in any account settings

• For social media, notifications when anyone posts, writes, 
pokes, or otherwise touches your account and information

Buyer Beware: 
Sign on to services only for selected activities.



Data Security 
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Google Information Security Statement



Information Security Thorny Issue
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Infrastructure Security

Minimal security: Access control

If client data is comingled on storage devices or in databases, how 

is client data segregation assured?

How is data protected from “abuse of privilege” by infrastructure 

folks.

How is your data protected on portable media or remote storage 

for archive or backup purposes?



Information Security - Encryption
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Infrastructure Security

Cloud providers typically do not offer encryption.  

Too many issues

• Client by client, or full encryption of all customer storage?

• Who manages the keys?

• What is the legal liability?

Customers will need to implement encryption



Google Enterprise Storage Encryption
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Cloud Provider Attestation
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Cloud Security Summary
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Identities – need cloud federation 

Authentication - extended

Passwords – strong passwords 

required

Privacy – full customer control

Data – encrypt sensitive data



The End!  Thank you!
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The Minions of Despicable Me


